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Abstract— Aim of this paper is immersed in effective
clustering and mining approach with help of side information.
Number of text mining applications, having side-information
with them. This information may be of various forms, such as
provenance information of the documents, the links in the
document, web logs which contains user-access behavior, or
other text document which are embedded into the non-textual
attributes. These attributes may contain a lot of information for
clustering purposes. However, the concerned importance of this
side-information may be hard to count, especially when some of
the information is noisy. In such cases, it can be hazardous to
merge side-information into the mining process, because it can
either enhance the quality of the representation or can add
noise in the system. Therefore, literature study suggests way to
design efficient algorithm which combines classical partitioning
algorithm with probabilistic model for effective clustering
approach, so as to maximize the benefits from using side
information
Keywords— Data mining, Data clustering, Meta information,
Text mining.

between nodes. The relationship may be identified
among various types of objects, include organizations,
people and transactions.
 Meta-Information in many web documents contains
information about the origin of the documents,
ownership and location of the documents which is
also useful for mining purpose.
A. Contributions:
For considering Meta information
 Using of side-information enhance the quality of text
clustering and classification, while maintaining a high
level of efficiency.
 Design a model to identify noisy information.


Combines classical partitioning algorithms with
probabilistic models in order to create an effective
clustering approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of text clustering arises in the context of many
application domains such as the web, social networks, and
other digital collections. The rapidly increasing amounts of
text data in the context of these large online collections has
led to an interest in creating scalable and effective mining
algorithms. A tremendous amount of work has been done in
recent years on the problem of clustering in text collections in
the database and information retrieval communities.
However, this work is primarily designed for the problem of
pure text clustering, in the absence of other kinds of attributes.
In many application domains, a tremendous amount of side
information is also associated along with the documents. This
is because text documents typically occur in the context of a
variety of applications in which there may be a large amount
of other kinds of database attributes or met information which
may be useful to the clustering process.

The study of concept based mining model for information
retrieval system [1] [3] [4], A thought regarding big data for
text mining [2]. A general survey of clustering algorithm may
be found in [5]. A comparative study of different clustering
methods may be found in [6] [7]. A survey of text clustering
methods may be found in [8] [9]. The Problem of text
clustering has also been studied in the context of scalability
[10] [11] [12] [13]. Co-clustering methods for textual data are
proposed in [14] [15]. The studies of classification algorithm
are proposed in [13] [14] [15]. Method of text clustering in
the context of keyword extraction is discussed in [3] [17]. All
of these methods are designed for cases in which text data are
combined with other forms of data. Also, some limited work
has been done on clustering text in the context of networkbased linkage information [4] [24]. For coherence of text
clustering and meta-information we will have to refer
COATES algorithm which has given in [8] [9] [27]. Finally,
the study of clustering and classification techniques and their
comparison, we determined by using papers [21] [22] [23].
When the auxiliary information is important and provide
effective guidance in creating more coherence clusters for
that we refer paper [4] [8]

. Some examples of such meta-information are as follows:


We
captured
wed
logs
which
contain
meta-information about your site visitors: activity
statistics, accessed files, path through the site,
information about referring pages, search engines,
browsers, operating systems and more. Such logs can
be used to enhance the quality of the mining process.

 Various text documents having links in them, such as
links contain a lot of useful information for mining
purposes. This link used to evaluate relationships

III. PAPER LYOUT
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we go over
formulate the problem, and define our privacy goal in Section
IV. It highlights the key challenge in achieving our privacy
goal, and presents the ON THE USE OF SIDE
INFORMATION FOR MINING TEXT DATA 2014 that
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leads to our solution. In Section V, we formally present our
solution, and proved that it achieves our privacy goal. In
Section VI, we show the experimental values and analysis.

well defined sentence boundaries. Each sentence is
semantically labeled. The lengths of the matched concepts
and their verb argument structures are stored for the
concept-based similarity calculations.
 Calculating conceptual term frequency

IV. PROBLEM FORMATION
A. Problem Statement
Many application domains contain large amount of text data
along with meta-information, while such meta-information
can be useful in enhancing the quality of the clustering
process. This paper discusses the importance of
meta-information using clustering and classification
techniques. But it can be a risky approach to merge metainformation in the mining process because it can add noise in
the process. So for improving quality of clustering, we have
to remove such noisy data.
B. Proposed System

 Term frequency
 Document frequency
4) Side Information: Here the side-information is input,
side-information is available along with the text documents
may be of different kinds, such as the links in the document,
document origin information, non-textual attributes which
are enclosed into the text document or user-access behavior
from web logs.
5) Concept Analysis: The analyzed labeled terms are the
concepts that capture the semantic structure of each sentence.
Second, to measure the contribution of the concept to the
meaning of the sentence we have to use term frequency.
Probabilistic Model: It combines classical partitioning
algorithms with probabilistic models in order to create an
effective clustering approach.
V. SOLUTION TO PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Mathematical Model
S = {I, E, X, Y, Z, DD, NDD, Fs}

Fig. 1. Outline of proposed work

Modules are as follows:
1) Text Documents: The document is given as input to
the proposed model.
2) Data Preparation: As in the case of text clustering
algorithms, it is assumed that the stop-words have been
removed, and stemming has been performed in order to
improve the discriminatory power of the attributes.

I - Initial state
E- End state
X- Set of input
X= {T, A}
T- Set of text data
T = {T1, T2, T3… Tn}
M- Set meta-data
M = {M11, M12, M13 …… Mnn}
C- Set of concepts
C = {C1, C2, C3…. Cn}
Ac- Set of concepts with meta-data
Ac = {Ac1, Ac2, Ac3….Acn}
Y- Set of intermediate output
Y = {C, Ac}
Z- Set of effective clusters
Z= {Ec1, Ec2, Ec3…..Ecn}

 Separate sentence
Sr. No.

 Label terms

Key notations.
Notation

Definition

 Remove stop words

1

T

Text Data

 Stem words

2

A

Auxiliary Data (Meta Data)

3

C

Concepts

4

Ac

Concepts with Auxiliary Data

5

Y

Intermediate Output

6

Z

Effective Clusters

3) Concept Based Text Mining: The concept-based
analysis algorithm describes the process of calculating the ctf,
tf and df of the matched concepts in the documents. This
strategy begins with processing a new document which has
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Get averages for comparison to the Cluster 2:

Fs- Set of functions to be performed on input
Fs- {F1, F2, F3, F4}
F1: Function to accept text input
F2: T  C
F3: A, C  Ac
F4: Ac  Ec

f)

1) Mapping Function:

Ac1
Ac2
Ac3
.
.
.
Acm

 Add individuals A value to the sum of A values of the
individuals in Cluster 2, then divide by the total
number of scores that were summed.
 Add individual's B value to the sum of B values of the
individuals in Cluster 2, then divide by the total
number of scores that were summed.

Ec1
Ec2
Ec3
.
.
.
Ecn



If the averages found in Step 4 are closer to the mean
values of Cluster 1, then this individual belongs to Cluster
1, and the averages found now become the new mean
vectors for Cluster 1.



If closer to Cluster 2, then it goes to Cluster 2, along
with the averages as new mean vectors..
g)





1) K-means : This outline of the algorithm assumes two
clusters, and each individual's scores include two variables.
Adding more clusters is as easy as adding another step like
Step 4 or Step 5. Adding another variable for each individual
is as easy as adding calculations within the type of step like
Step 4 or Step 5.
a)



Step 1:
Choose the number of clusters.

b)



Step 2:
Set the initial partition, and the initial mean vectors for
each cluster.

c)



Step 3:
Step 4:
Get averages for comparison to the Cluster 1:

 Add individuals A value to the sum of A values of the
individuals in Cluster 1, then divide by the total
number of scores that were summed.
 Add individual's B value to the sum of B values of the
individuals in Cluster 1, then divide by the total
number of scores that were summed.
e)

Step 8:
Now compare each individual’s distance to its own
cluster's mean vector, and to that of the opposite cluster.
The distance to its cluster's mean vector should be smaller
than it distance to the other vector. If not, relocate the
individual to the opposite cluster.

i)

Step 9:



If any relocation occurred in Step 8, the algorithm must
continue again with Step 3, using all individuals and the
new mean vectors.



If no relocations occurred, stop. Clustering is complete.



Again, in case the algorithm never settles on a final
solution, it may be a good idea to implement a maximum
number of iterations check.

2) Random Forest: Random forest is a classification
ensemble algorithm developed by Leo Breiman that uses
multiple binary decision trees. Each of the classification
trees is built using a sample of data and at each node a
randomly chosen set of variables is considered for the
best split. Random forest has become a major data
analysis tool. It has been applied to large-scale tissue
microarray data and genome-wide association studies for
complex diseases node.
Each tree is constructed using the following algorithm:

For each remaining individual...
d)

Step 7:
If there are more individual's to process, continue again
with Step 4. Otherwise go to Step 8.

h)

B. Algorithm Used
To achieve effective clustering we have divided our approach
into two phases first phase will be initial phase for
probabilistic model using random forest algorithm, where we
will get known number of classes, by using this classes we
will start second phase which is main phase, implemented by
using k means algorithms

Step 6:



Let the number of training cases be N, and the
number of variables in the classifier be M.



The number of m input variables to be used to
determine the decision at a node of the tree; m
should be much less than M.



Choose a training set for this tree by choosing N
times with replacement from all N available training
cases (i.e. take a bootstrap sample). Use the rest of
the cases to estimate the error of the tree, by
predicting their classes.



For each node of the tree, randomly choose m
variables on which to base the decision at that node.
Calculate the best split based on these m variables in
the training set.

Step 5:
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Each tree is fully grown and not pruned (as may be
done in constructing a normal tree classifier).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
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